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On December 17, 2014, pursuant to Rev. Code § 4905.13, the Commission

approved Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc.’s (“Columbia”) application in Case No. 14-

1615-GA-AAM to establish a regulatory asset to defer up to $15 million annually

to increase customer safety through the Pipeline Safety Program (“PSP”). The PSP,

comprised of four safety initiatives, is designed to target the emerging risks on

Columbia’s system and provide funding to mitigate these risks and enhance pipe-

line and distribution system safety.

During the first year of implementation, Columbia’s system risk declined

through the roll out of an enhanced public awareness campaign by educating Co-

lumbia’s customers to call 811 before digging and to call Columbia and 911 when

they smell natural gas. Columbia revised its training curriculum for service tech-

nicians and implemented it in November 2015 through its training program. Co-

lumbia also hired on-the-job coaches to ensure that all apprentices within the Co-

lumbia operations system would receive targeted and more comprehensive on-

the-job training. Columbia also launched its program to obtain global positioning

system (“GPS”) coordinates of all facilities within its system, locating over 6.2 mil-

lion feet of facilities in calendar year 2015. Columbia also successfully launched a

targeted cross bore inspection program, working with local municipalities within

Central Ohio to clear sewer systems of cross bores.

The PSP is designed to ensure community safety is continually improving

in a targeted and accelerated manner, while enhancing and maintaining system

integrity. Successfully implementing the program’s safety measures enables Co-

lumbia to address the emerging risks on its system. Columbia’s customers deserve

crucial education around gas infrastructure safety, whether it is working on cus-

tomer-owned natural gas house lines, identifying and inspecting sewer laterals for
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cross bores, or preparing appliances to be relit after an outage. This education goes

beyond the general public—Columbia must also educate municipalities, first re-

sponders, public officials, excavation partners, professional plumbers, and other

utilities. Without these parties’ partnership, Columbia will not be able to execute

a holistic approach to encourage safe natural gas service and safeguard its utility

infrastructure.

Such education is also provided through advanced training of Columbia’s

workforce. Columbia must accelerate its efforts to revise its curriculum to incor-

porate the lessons learned in the first year of the PSP, as well as the lessons it con-

tinues to gain through a changing environment with municipalities and first re-

sponders. It is incumbent upon Columbia to be proactive leading this training ef-

fort. Columbia cannot rely upon public education alone to achieve change—it

must actively seek out opportunities with municipalities, public officials and first

responders to train these safety stakeholders about preserving the integrity of gas

infrastructure and ensuring the safety of the community. Columbia also must ac-

celerate the collection of infrastructure location data to ensure it is capturing and

maintaining accurate facility records to reap an appreciable safety benefit. Incor-

porating this data will lead to more accurate underground facility locates, better

and more timely customer service, and a more thorough and robust knowledge of

Columbia’s system.

The existing PSP, as approved, does not provide Columbia with adequate

resources to take advantage of the safety opportunities currently available to ad-

dress these emerging risks. Therefore, Columbia files this application to ensure

that it may further enhance customer education and awareness, and reduce risk

within its territory. In support of this application Columbia states as follows:

1. Columbia is a natural gas company within the meaning of Rev. Code

§ 4905.03(E), and, as such, is a public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Com-

mission.

2. Rev. Code § 4905.13 authorizes the Commission to establish a system

of accounts to be kept by public utilities and to prescribe the manner in which

these accounts shall be kept. In Ohio Admin. Code 4901:1-13-13, the Commission

adopted the Uniform System of Accounts (“USOA”) for gas utilities established

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) for use in Ohio. For Ohio

regulatory purposes, the system of accounts is only applicable to the extent that it

has been adopted by the Commission. Therefore, the Commission may modify the

USOA prescribed by FERC as it applies to utilities within the state of Ohio.
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3. The PSP currently consists of four initiatives to target threats and re-

duce risks to Columbia’s system. These programs are the Cross Bore Safety and

Remediation Initiative; Damage Prevention Technology Initiative; Advanced

Workforce Training Initiative; and Enhanced Public Awareness Initiative. The pro-

grammatic descriptions of each safety initiative are detailed in Columbia’s Appli-

cation in Case No. 14-1615-GA-AAM.

4. The costs of implementing the PSP are prudent and necessary busi-

ness expenses incurred by Columbia in compliance with PHMSA regulations.

PHMSA amended 49 CFR 192 to include a new subpart, Subpart P “Gas Pipeline

Integrity Management,” which required operators to develop a gas distribution

integrity management program (“DIMP”). DIMP is designed to promote continu-

ous improvement of pipeline safety by requiring operators to identify and imple-

ment appropriate system risk control measures and initiatives. Therefore, to sup-

port its continuous improvement efforts, as prescribed by PHMSA regulations,

Columbia files this application to improve the PSP—a core program used to com-

ply with 49 CFR 192.

5. Recognizing that Columbia’s PSP sought “to implement a program

to minimize unnecessary risk and increase safety pursuant to a federal require-

ment,” the Commission approved Columbia’s PSP deferral.1 The costs associated

with the PSP have been recorded as a regulatory asset on Columbia’s balance sheet

in Account 182, Other Regulatory Assets. Such deferred expenses will remain in

Account 182 until a new rider can be established in a separate proceeding or in

Columbia’s next general rate case proceeding, and recovery of the prudently-in-

curred deferred expenses commences. At that time, Columbia will reduce the ap-

proved regulatory asset and charge the applicable expense account. This applica-

tion requests approval to modify the requested annual increase in Account 182

beyond the level approved in Case No. 14-1615-GA-AAM. Beginning with ap-

proval of this application, the annual increase in Account 182 will not exceed $25

million per calendar year for activities directly associated with PSP initiatives.

6. The establishment of a rider in a separate proceeding or in Colum-

bia’s next general rate case, will provide for recovery of these prudent and neces-

sary expenses on a dollar-for-dollar basis with no possibility of over-recovery from

customers. This rider will be applicable to customers served under all rate sched-

1 In the Matter of the Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Change Accounting Meth-

ods, Case No. 14-1615-GA-AAM, Finding and Order (December 17, 2014) (“the 2014 Order”) at ¶52.
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ules. When Columbia seeks to recover the deferred funds, it will propose an amor-

tization period that results in a rider not to exceed $0.50 per month to its Small

General Service (“SGS”) rate schedule customers, unless Staff and Columbia de-

termine that a greater customer charge is appropriate. This approach ensures that

Columbia is able to further provide a safer distribution system and additional in-

frastructure safety education to customers while balancing the rate impact to those

most affected by these initiatives. Columbia’s proposed application and proposed

annual increase in Account 182 will continue the $0.50 SGS rate parameter to en-

sure customer impact is mitigated on a monthly basis, which can be determined

by Columbia and Staff at the appropriate time rate recovery is requested.

7. Pursuant to the 2014 Order, Columbia will be filing an annual report

for its PSP by June 1 of each year, beginning in 2016 for calendar year 2015 expend-

itures.2 Columbia continues to support this schedule and the annual reports will

set forth the monthly PSP expenditures deferred by Columbia. Columbia also

agrees that the report’s inclusion of an audit report prepared by Columbia’s exter-

nal auditor summarizing its findings with respect to the accuracy of Columbia’s

accounting for PSP-related expenditures is a prudent and reasonable practice that

should continue with approval of this application.

8. Columbia also proposes a procedure endorsed by Commission Staff,

and approved by the Commission, that Staff annually review all reported program

expenses, with a Staff Report to be filed no later than 90 days subsequent to Co-

lumbia’s annual PSP-deferred expenditure report. The Staff Report should set

forth the expenditures, if any, that it recommends should not be deferred for future

recovery. Columbia further proposes that the Staff Report include a detailed ex-

amination and determination of whether PSP-deferred costs are properly recorded

on Columbia’s books. In response to the Staff Report, Columbia requests 30 days

to accept Staff’s recommendations or to object thereto. In the event Columbia ob-

jects to Staff’s findings, Columbia requests that the Commission establish a proce-

dural schedule for filing testimony and conducting an evidentiary hearing.

9. As was the case with its application in Case No. 14-1615-GA-AAM,

the PSP is being used by Columbia to accelerate and enhance risk reduction efforts

across its distribution system. Such activities represent prudent and necessary

business expenses to enhance safety throughout the communities Columbia

serves. These activities contribute to Columbia’s compliance with PHMSA integ-

rity management program guidance, advising utilities to continually monitor and

2 Id. at ¶¶ 11, 32, 59.
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reduce gas distribution system risk. Ensuring a safe and reliable natural gas sys-

tem is paramount to Columbia’s operation, and the approval of this application is

integral to support Columbia’s goal to maintain and enhance the safety of its cus-

tomers and pipeline system. Moreover, with the recent incidents on Columbia’s

system resulting from customers’ actions to fix house lines, Columbia must take

expedited action to broaden the PSP to further educate the public. In order to ac-

celerate the review process to support Columbia’s continued development and

implementation of these important safety measures, Columbia proposes the fol-

lowing procedural schedule:

April 15, 2016 – Staff Comments Due

April 29, 2016 – Reply Comments Due

June 1, 2016 – Final Opinion and Order

10. The requested accounting procedure does not result in an increase

in any rate or charge,3 and the Commission can therefore approve this application

without a hearing.4

For the reasons stated above, Columbia respectfully requests that the Com-

mission approve this application in order to further enhance customer and pipe-

line system safety in Columbia’s service area.

3 See, Elyria Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 114 Ohio St. 3d 305, 2007-Ohio-4164 at ¶19.
4 See, e.g., In the Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Change Accounting Methods,

PUCO Case No. 14-1615-GA-AAM, Opinion and Order (December 17, 2014) at ¶60.
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Respectfully submitted by,

COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO, INC.

/s/ Stephen B. Seiple

Stephen B. Seiple, Counsel of Record

Stephen B. Seiple, Asst. General Counsel

(0003809)

Joseph M. Clark, Sr. Counsel (0080711)

P.O. Box 117

290 W. Nationwide Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43216-0117

Telephone: (614) 460-4648

E-mail: sseiple@nisource.com

josephclark@nisource.com

(Willing to accept service by e-mail)

Attorneys for

COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO, INC.
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